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1,558 RECEIVE DEGREES 
AT UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
MISSOULA--
A total of 1,558 persons received degrees at the University of Montana during the 
73rd annual commencement ceremonies June 7.
During the exercises in Harry Adams Field House, 1,227 received bachelo-r degrees.
272 received masters' degrees, 24 received doctorates, and 34 received the juris doctorate, 
an advanced professional law degree.
Deans of the colleges presented the degree candidates, and UM President Robert T. 
Pantzer conferred the degrees.
Jack H. Vaughn, former Peace Corps director, received an honorary doctorate in 
science.
Other events during the commencement ceremonies included a prizes and awards assembly,
Army Reserve Officer Training Corps commissioning exercises, and commissioning of the 





Bachelor: Jay IV. Evenson, music.L --------
ANACONDA
D.ed.: Ann Elizabeth Malloy, education; Juris Doctor: David L. Astle. Master:
Fred P. Moodry, education. Bachelor: Sandra Ann Slosson, education; Charles F;►
Monroe, forestry; Margaret Joan Gardner, journalism; Daniel P. Gates, business administration
Charline Jo Williams, business administration; April Anne Carroll, education, high honors;
Susan Jean Beall, education; Wayne G. Rod, history-political science; J. Valerie Maricich,►
education; Rosalyn Oreskovich, history-political science; Tracy F. Shaffer, psychology; 
Chester Shepard, physics; Joseph G. Softich, microbiology; John S. Fitzpatrick, sociology, 
high honors; Patrick M. Dwyer, French; Marjory Ann McKinley, English; John Cheek, Jr., 
health and physical education, honors; Paul E. Davis, sociology; Evelyn Eleanore Hardtla, 
home economics; John R. Matosich, history-plitical science; Robert J. Kelly, Jr., education; 
William P. Finnegan, economics-sociology.
► ARLEE
Master: Charles R. Couture, guidance and counseling; Gerald L. Hunter, education.
Bachelor:: Everett W. Brown, business administration; David H. Hausser, history;
'Charles A. Brooke, political science.
AUGUSTA
Bachelor:‘ Richard T. Mirehouse, education, John D. Allen, business administration.
► AUSTIN
Bachelor: William A. Craig, business administration.
BAKER
* Master: Delila Jean Fried, education. Bachelor: Virginia Ann Nelson, education,
high honors.
CAINVILLE
Bachelor: Ruth Ann Alexander, English.
more
UM GRADUATES LISTED— 3
BELFRY
Bachelor: Paul D. Holzum, education; Jane Elizabeth Travis, music education, honors.
BELKNAP
Bachelor: William E. Meadows, chemistry.
BELT
Juris Doctor: David V. Gliko. Bachelor: Cheryl Dawson Gies, home economics;
Charles A. Chesbro, geography.
BIGFORK
Bachelor: John F. North, history-political science, honors; William D. Shryock, drama;
Richard 0. Baird, Jr., education; Claude A. Boiteau, Jr., history-political science.
BIG SANDY
Bachelor: Dennis G. Shanahan, pharmacy; Charles D. Pribyl, pharmacy.
BIG TIMBER
Bachelor: Gary W. Collenborne, anthropology; Richard J. Paulson, chemistry, honors;
Charles M. Jarrett, education; Robert T. Mosness, business administration.
RTLLINGS
Juris Doctor: William N. Jensen; William P.
Roscoe III; Rex B. Stratton III. Master: Rita Rankin Brownlee, education; Sue Anne Kenney,
education; Ramsey K. Miller, music Steven E. Dyche,
biological sciences; Catherine Young Hopkins, English; Gary Goetschius, economics;
William D. King, art; Ruth James Towe, journalism. Bachelor: John P. Tiskus, economics;
Douglas M. Storer, economics; Diedre Jo Turner, speech pathology and audiology;
George E. Marshall, economics, honors; Mary Suzanne Judah, speech pathology and audiology, 
honors; John M. Lyons, speech communication; Mary Edith Purcell, anthropology;
Kevin S. Kirley, chemistry; Vincent J. Ruegamer, business administration; Cheryl Ann 




Amaretta Ellis Jones, English, honors; John R. Woerner, economics; Kathryn L. Duffield,
home economics; John G. Dailey, history; John R. Flugstad, business administration;
Gwena Lou McGehee, business administration; David A. Ross, health and physical education;
Delores Jean Morrow, history; Jack IV. McKee II, liberal arts; Gregory G. King, psychology;
Linda Kay Larkin, education
Terence L. Lammers, Russian, high honors; Larry Allen Burton, psychology;/Jerry L. Buechler, 
business administration; Gerald E. Bittner, business administration; Linda Mae Jacobson, 
social welfare; Harry M. Miller, business administration; Susan Claire Hilleboe, education; 
Barbara Trott Crump, drama; Walter S. Fellows, mathematics, high honors; Patti Lynn Swoboda, 
drama, high honors; Thomas G. Manning, business administration, honors; Franklin J. Sparhawk, 
sociology, high honors; Duane L. Shiskowsky, business administration;Carol Elaine Hurly, 
education; Gary F. Yungheim, sociology; Clifford M. McLuskie, forestry; W. Thomas White, 
political science-history, honors; Orval D. Meyer, liberal arts; Sharon Marie Solomon, 
wildlife biology; Robert H. Feldman, education;
“K
Robert P. Livengood, psychology; Edward C. Hudson, business administration;
Anita Anne Zieman, education; Charles P. Ostermiller, pharmacy; Susanne Rogers, education; 
Raynee Frances Schaffer, social welfare; Thomas F. Willis, business administration.
BLACK EAGLE
Juris Doctor: Neil E. Ugrin. Bachelor: Gary L. Zuelke, history.
BONNER
Master: Wayne Bukwa, forestry; Walter V. Lane, education. Bachelor: Karen Elstone
Willis, art; Darlene G. Beavers, education, honors; Elsie Louise Bezdek Stofer, education. 
BOULDER
Juris Doctor: Paul B. Smith. Bachelor: Dale L. Larson, anthropology.
BOX ELDER
Master: Paul A. Bengtson, mathematics.
more
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BOZEMAN
Master: Edward J. Thompson, drama. Bachelor: Margaret Sue Johnstone, speech
pathology and audiology; Kenneth L. Woosley, radio-television; Bruce A. Thompson, 
forestry; Linda Kay Vogel, music education, high honors; Lynn Margret Van Winkle, 
sociology, honors; Maureen Leona Blackmore, sociology, high honors; Don G. Erickson, 
education; Evelyn Darlene Taylor, French; Linda Mae Gillam, political science;
Mary Eileen McKay, education; Gerald L. Lewis, history, honors; Judith Ann Tschache, 
English, high honors; Linda Jean F. Peck, Spanish, honors.
BRADY
Master: Harold K. Tokerud, education.
BROADUS
Bachelor: Gerald J. Cathey, forestry.
BROCKTON
Master: Robert W. Kopitzke, mathematics.
BROWNING
Bachelor: Marlene J. Salway, social welfare; Thelma Jean Stiffarm, education.
BRUSETT
Bachelor: Bronson C. LaMoure, geology.
BUFFALO
Master: Arthur L. Dover, biological sciences.
BUTTE
Ph-D-: Russell G. Tysdal, geology. Juris Doctor: Edward F. Bartlett; John F. Lynch
Nick A. Rotering. Master: Lucia C. Sivalon Fermelia, education; William F. Hickey,
speech pathology and audiology; Joseph S. Ivanich, business administration; Jon A. Pozega 
education; Carole A. Stevens Clark, anthropology, James D.
Harrington, history; Robert G. Lynch, history. Bachelor: Daniel M. Bender, economics;




John C. Carveth, anthropology; Carl E. Smart, music education; Joseph E. Tobin, business
administration; Lyle E. Williams, history-political science; IV. Mack Clapp, business
administration; Robert C. Jeniker, sociology; Patricia Marie McGuinness, home economics;
Celinda A. Smith, health and physical education, honors; Brian A. Rademacher, microbiology;
Michael P. Herrick, sociology; Theodore T. McElhenney, sociology; Fred J. Clouse, business
administration; Karren Jean Hughs, health and physical education; Romelle Marie Kissock,
home economics; Stephen M. Williams, history-political science; Terry R. Dunford, English;
Jill Kathleen Bowers, German, honors; David E. Robbins, history; Frank A. Thomas,
health and physical education; Robert P. Corr, history; Anne Margaret Sullivan, English,
honors; Larry G. Dobb, education; William E. Forhan, business administration; James W.
Ballard, business administration; Randal P. Bowsher, business administration;
Janine Marie Alley, English; Michael A. Kilroy, history; John M. McGrath, business
administration; Paulette Emma Kankelborg, history-political science; John P. Lynch,
history-political science; William R. Kelly, health and physical education; James K.
A1 Vukovich, Jr., history;
Benish, psychology; Joel A.;.Broudy, business administration;/Betty Lou Vigus Smart, 
education, honors; Gary A. Hunt, sociology; Thomas J. Mulholland, business administration; 
Edwin L. Evans, pharmacy; James P. Cooney, education; Ted H. Wold, business administration; 
Carol Lynn Rask, education; Richard H. McLaughlin, mathematics; Carol A. Lubick, pharmacy, 
honors; James F. O'Brien, political science; Bernard L. Cyr, Jr., liberal arts;
Robin Lou Laurence, education; Donald W. Vega, education; Julia Keenan Marshall, education; 
Joseph E. Mirich, history-political science; Anthony C. Gallegos, English;
William H. Bretherton, business administration.
CARDWELL
Bachelor: Sandra Jene Bailey, business administration.
CASCADE
Bachelor: Mulie Rose Shumate, English; Michael E. Wren, business administration.
UM GRADUATES LISTED--7
CHARLO
Bachelor: Mary Herak Sand, political science-history, honors; Steven W. Fuhrmann,
mathematics, honors.
CHESTER
Bachelor: Larry IV. Halverson, pre-medicine, honors; Donald L. Keith, business
administration.
CHINOOK
Bachelor: Richard C. King, history; Robert M. Kathman, liberal arts; Darlene Kay
Kelley, education; David L. Doughten, business administration.
CHOTEAU
Master. Charles R. Peck, education. Bachelor: Kaye Eileen Caskey, journalism;
Arthur IV. Anderson, education; Donald E. Moulton, English; Ann Terese Lear, English.
CIRCLE
Master: Jerry R. Hoover, guidance and counseling. Bachelor: Ronald R. Beason,
pharmacy; Leroy Evans, business administration;Marilyn Louise Lund, health and physical 
education, honors; Diane Vejtasa, social welfare.
CLANCY
Bachelor: Terry W. Lindsay, forestry, honors; Sherrill D. Lindsay, English, honors.
CLINTON
Bachelor: Sheila L. Brown, history-political science.
COLUMBIA FALLS
Master: Patricia Ruder Morton, guidance and counseling; Daniel J. Peters, health and
physical education. Bachelor: Shirley Jean Rogers, home economics; Edwin G. Conrad,
philosophy; Michael Dean Gookin, pharmacy.
Columbus
Master: Don H. Dilworth, mathematics; Mary Lynn Kansala, speech pathology-and




Bachelor: Michael J. Elsberry, education; Marlene Kay Dolliver Zorn, education;
Patty Holmes Myers, education; Gary K. Yeager, education; James F. Myers, business 
administration; Thomas L. Robinson, business administration; Nancy J. Johnson, music 
education; Gary H. McKinley, business administration.
CORVALLIS
Bachelor: Barbara Jeanne Pile, home economics, honors; Bill M. Holt, education.
CUT BANK
Bachelor: Karyl LaSorte Gopp, English; Carol Jean Mason, education; Roy E. Nollkamper,
radio-television; Lorene Ann Johnson, education; Timothy D. Meagher, business administra­
tion; Terrence J. Meagher, business administration; Norman G. Holdren, education;
Margaret Simonson Nelson, sociology, honors; Jack R. Deming, history-political science;
Allen C. Kutt, forestry.
CULBERTSON
Bachelor: David C. Gustafson, history-political science.
DAGMAR
Bachelor: Connie Rae Rasmussen, medicaL technology; Everett A. Nielsen, social welfare.
DARBY
Master: Michael A. Lowe, education. Bachelor: Arlo W. Furniss, physics;
Larry L. Irwin, wildlife biology, honors; Duane J. Irwin, business administration.
DEER LODGE
Juris Doctor: Ralph A. Bee. .
Bachelor: H. Peter Skibsrud, journalism; Linda Schiele Skibsrud, education;
Darrell B. Malcolm, Jr., business administration; Nadine Joanne IVulf, pharmacy, honors;
Roger D. Haugen, business administration; Nicholas IV. Koenig, philosophy, high honors;
Robert A. Porter, Jr., political science; James D. Hutchison, medical technology;
Pamela M. Burgess, health and physical education; Richard R. Hover, liberal arts.
more
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DILLON
Master: Almeda E. Mann, English.
DIXON
_ r. Deanna L. Dodge, education; Lilletta Lee Pitts, business administration.
DODSON
Bachelor. Lloyd Michael Coon, business administration.
DRUMMOND
- yhel0r: Gordon W- Nelson- economics; Thomas D. Enman, music, honors.
DUTTON
- phel°r: CharleS °- Thorne’ business administration; Vivian Aurilla Baquet,
education; Kenneth R. Olson, political science; Gail Diane Aaberge, art.
EUREKA




Doris Blair Matz, mathematics, honors; Sheri Lynn Howell, medical technology.
Bachelor: Donald E. Olson, business administration; Gary M. Winship, business
administration; Patricia Rae Larson, education.
FLORENCE
Bachelor: George E. Eskridge, business administration.
FROID
— h6l0r: rimot1^  J* Miller, liberal arts; Judith Kaye Erdahl
'Patrick J. Rudolph, business administration.
FORSYTH
sociology;
Bachelor: Karen Ann Tallent, speech pathology and audiology; Virginia Lee Sept,




Bachelor: Raymond A. Grande, economics; Kent N. Good, liberal arts; Diane Elaine
Ritter, mathematics, high honors; Barbara J. Cameron, English; Susan Jane Larson, 
social welfare.
FORT SHAW
Bachelor: Clifford R. Caldwell, business administration.
FRAZER
Bachelor: Ilaysel Diane Sands, anthropology.
GERALDINE
Bachelor: Sharon Mogstad Fiske, education; Jerry C. Tonne, history-political science;
Donna Lee Slowey, business administration.
GLASGOW
— ---elor: Nancy Lee Irle- music education; Carol Margaret Brown Mills, education,
honors; Gloria Jean Pattison, social welfare; Linda Ann Shepherd, political science, honors; 
Jack B. Crawford, political science; David B. Rye, English; Steve K. Rundle, business 
administration; Linda Woods Potter, home economics; Matthew W. Knierim, philosophy;
Dennis L. Bugge, liberal arts; Ted E. Schye, health and physical education; Patricia Carol 
Knierim, political science.
GLEN
Bachelor: Robert J. Richards, pharmacy.
GLENDIVE
Master: Allan E. Foreman, Mathematics,
Bachelor: Melvin L. Cross, economics, honors; Warren E. Schwartz, English, honors;
Allan E. Broeder, business administration; Dennis J. Hagenston, forestry; William K. Graves, 
English; Susan L. Meissner, English; Richard C. Baisch, business administration;
Patricia Jean Evans, education; Janet Ann Flanders, education; Teresa James, history;
Wesley L. Van Hee, philosophy.
UM GRADUATES LISTED--11 
GREAT FALLS
Juris Doctor: John D. Alexander; William E. Berger; John P. Connor, Jr.
Master: Genevieve Worth Bassett, education;
Rolland b. Boe, education; Barbara Ann Croghan, English; Joel G. Ericksen, education;
Glenn L. Evanson, education; LaVeme Gunderson, education;
Margaret L. Herbert, Spanish;
John A. Layne HI, political science; Walter J. Marten, botany;
John H. Noble, Jr., business administration; 
Gary E. Notti, business administration; Thomas F. O'Brien, speech communication;
Michael A. Oke, Spanish; Terrence R. Radcliffe, speech communication; Dennis W. Rovero, 
history; James G. Todd, Jr., art; Larry A. Seitz, education. Bachelor: Thomas L.
Coefield, economics; Lorene T. Engle, speech pathology and audiology; Bruce A. Bourne, 
botany, honors; Mary Ann Filipowicz, speech pathology and audiology; Karen Eleanor Haugsjaa, 
speech pathology anl auliof^fyp/fifdn^f^i^atricff*English; John E. Nygaard, German, honors; 
Diana Sue Talcott, French, honors; Catherine Jean Koppang, education; Veronica Mae 
Eisenmenger, history; Gail Creswell Potter, home economics, honors; Carol Jean Gartzka,
education, honors; Jerry J. Sepich, health and physical education; Raymond L. Silta, art, 
honors; Ronald E. Madeen, history; Jon R. Nitschke, business administration;
Richard N. Zadick, health and physical education; Robert J. Berg, music, honors;
Virginia Ann Stratton, English; Richard R. Stokes, drama; Mary Jean Grant, home 
economics, honors; Jeffrey L. Cunniff, history-political science; George D. Cowan, drama;
Constance Lynn Carlson, home economics; Mark A. Bryan, political science; Allan C. Servoss, 
art; David E. Nebel, health and physical education; Kathleen Brown, Spanish; Randy L. 
Stevenson, business administration; Lee J. Tickell, political science; Richard B. Baker, 
Spanish; Penny Kay Emett, education; Thomas A. Denning, political science-history;
James M. Edwards, business administration; William J. Besich, chemistry; Steven W. 
Christenson, English; Howard F. Strause, political science*
more
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GREAT FALLS (cont'd.)
Mark A. Taleff, political science, honors; Diane Dee Vander Kley, home economics;
Stephen H. Bennetts, history; Michael IV. Morris, 
psychology; Ronald A. Lins, music; William T. Dobson, drama; Hollis H. Wink, education, 
honors; Janis D. McCleerey, forestry, honors; Geraldine G. Bender, social welfare;
Steven M. Harrington, liberal arts; John J. Thiebes, political science-economics•
Carol Joan Lee, education; William D. Mitchell, education; James 0. Larson, business 
administration; Bruce R. Bennetts, business administration; Gary D. Rebal, business 
administration; Arnold F. Swanberg, history; Marcia L. Olson, music; Douglas R. Hughes, 
business administration; Thomas A. Morris, art; Susan Jean Searles, education;
Robert E. Balyeat, business administration; Lila Mae Byrne, education; Oliver R. Carlson, 
education; Suzanne Peters Clary, education; Antonia Marie Ban, journalism; Lawrence L. 
Shannon, Jr., sociology; Terry L. Carter, business administration; Robert C. Holman, 
business administration; Bruce T. Blotkamp, business administration; Michael M. Jackson, 
business administration; Arthur L. Skiftun, psychology; Sue Borgeson Wilson, home 
economics; Rick C. Allison, business administration; Kerry A. Bunker, psychology;
Lorelle Elaine Pappin, education; Garrett D, Cantrell, business administration;
Linda Henderson Pribyl, English; John M. Moskal, education; Lance H. Moore, health and 
physical education; Vicki Lee Massman, social welfare.
GLENTANA
Bachelor: Clarence H. Greenwood, history, high honors.
GRASS RANGE
Bachelor: Don D. Vahl, forestry.
HAMILTON
Master. Robert H. List, microbiology. Bachelor: Carol Barnard Ormsbee, anthro­
pology; Susan Anne Rummel, education; Larry L. Kaul, business administration; Gary W. 
Boulter, business administration; James E. Jetter, education; Leonard M. Sokoloski, 




tonaId R. Skelton, education; Delores D. Davis, education; Mary Elizabeth Van Vorst, 
jolitical science; Kenneth R. Hedditch, business administration; Diane Dee Dufour, home 
iconomics, honors.
HARDIN
Bachelor: Rusty R. Rokita, art; Dennis E. Lind, economics-political science, honors.
HARLEM
Bachelor: Wayne R. Ude, English.
HARLOWTON
Bachelor: David W. Sorensen, wildlife biology.
HAUGEN
Master: Rod A. Lincoln, education.
HORSE PRAIRIE
Bachelor: Catherine A. James, art.
HAVRE
Master: Karen R. Taylor, education. Bachelor: Carol Marie Seel, speech pathology and
audiology, honors; Susan Slonaker, education; Edward Matter, Jr., radio-television;
Mary Louise O'Neil, journalism; Robert D. Anderson, business administration; Jon A. Ebaugh, 
business administration; Victor J. Velk, business administration; Linda Carol Hedstrom, 
medical technology; Gale D. Schubrmg, home economics; Eileen Andersen, French, honors; 
Scott E. Wink, economics; Robert L. Slonaker, psychology, honors; D. James Mackenzie, 
pharmacy; Janine Lynelle Richter, education; Loren D. Hansen, business administration;
James M. Lovell, pre-medicine; Marjorie Ann Morrison, education; Richard A. Paulson, 
medical technology; James D. Hoven, political science; E. Lee Knapp, English;
Margie Marie Dusek, microbiology; Michele Toinette Bogut/ political science-history;
Kenneth B. Von Eschen, pre-medicine; Gerald 0. Hatler, history-political science.
HAYS




Bachelor: Ronald W. Petrick, business administration; Wayne E. Spicher, business
administration; Terry A. Petrick, business administration.
HELENA
Juris Doctor: James L. Jones; Theodore K. Thompson; Patrick D. Sherlock.
Masterr Thomas J. Altmaier, education; Paul H. Cadby, education; John R. Coleman, history 
rDavid E. Foster, biological sciences-edm at‘ ) ;
Thomas D. Jackson, German; Jack E. Holt, business administration; Robert R. Johnson,
sociology; Thomas R. Madden, English; Peter M. Meloy, political science; Ted R. Moos,
biological sciences; Roy 0. Snyder, wildlife management; James A. Trudnowski, mathematics.
Bachelor: Milton D. Coffman, business administration; Gregory S. Munro, political science
history; Susan Lucking Newman, education; Timothy K. Jones, business administration;
iMary Katherine Hodges, political science; Leona Louise Fenner, journalism, honors;
Carter N. Picotte, political science-history; Kerry Jane Meloy, English; Steven H. Meloy,
liberal arts; Michael Glenn Neely, business administration; Marlene Hope Reid, education;
James L. Purdy, political science; Carol Ann Novotne, art; Joseph P. Mazurek, business
administration; Douglas M. Bieri, history, honors; James E. McEnaney, education, honors;
James P. Rougle, English, high honors; Donald Joseph Pyfer, history-political science;
John D, Connors, pharmacy; Patricia Joy Tobin, mathematics; Linda L. Farrell, education;
Gerald G. Hudson, liberal arts; Daniel A. Glenny, business administration; Richard J.
Kearney, pharmacy; Terri Myrl Pickolick, education; Fredrick Layton Patten, Jr., forestry;
Nancy A. Nolte, anthropology, honors; Charles S. Gadach, anthropology; Gary D. Lord, 
Rosalie T. Buzzas, social welfare;
pre-medicine, honors;/Linda Ann Rhein, music education, high honors; Charles S. Johnson, 
journalism, honors; Robert Emmett Munzenrider, business administration; Dwight J. Crawford 
forestry; David N. Hull, liberal arts; Steven James Rickman, history; Cynthia Lynn Kramer, 
English; Ralph R. Hangas, health and physical education; Van R. Wickman, education, honors 
Jeffrey S. Amoss, forestry; Karen Ellingson, education; Marsha Karen Lockwood, Spanish, 
honors; Sherry Rae Kincheloe, English; William D. French, education;
more
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HELENA (cont'd.)
Richard B. Crosby, Jr., business administration; Jeannie Ann Romasko, education, honors;
Jo Mae Drake, education; Vivian Harding Bain, business administration, honors;
Donna Rae Maddux, education; Joanne Ruth Bergeson, Spanish; Penny Lee Ueeck, English; 
Lowell E. Larson, pharmacy; Gail Cleveland, English; Michael W. Matross, political science 
James R. Wambaugh, wildlife biology; Jerome B. Connolly, health and physical education.
HOT SPRINGS
Bachelor: Dorothy Lee Preston, education, honors.
HUNTLEY
Bachelor: Karl W. Schmiedeskamp, sociology.
HUSON
Bachelor: Robert M. Schweitzer, Jr., physics.
INVERNESS
Bachelor: Barry J. Kenfield, business administration; Robert W. Moog, business
administration; Dennis C. Bangs, economics-political science; Loween Ellamae Peterson, 
mathematics.
JOPLIN
Bachelor: Duane B. Alley, business administration; Rodney D. Lincoln, business
administration.
JORDAN
Bachelor: Marcella Ann Cooley, business administration.
KALISPELL
Juris Doctor: James E. Vidal. Master: Richard P. Swenson, psychology. Bachelor:
Thomas W. Daley, speech pathology and audiology; William J. Morris, business 
administration; Leuveda Muriel Bodmer, education; Adeline M. Cornell, education;
Marlys Swenson, education; Gary G. Doran, business administration; Adeline R. Schumacher, 




Douglas R. Bain, business administration, honors; Verna J. Ivey, business administration; 
Michael J. Burnside, geology, high honors; Ann Mary Johnson, zoology; Doyle C. Carr, 
health and physical education; David J. Hunt, English; Arthur E. Anderson, history;
Lamont C. Smith, wildlife biology; Gary R. Managhan, business administration;
Kathleen Elizabeth Hemness, history-political science; Ralph E. Driear, wildlife biology; 
James E. Bailey, sociology, high honors; Terrill S. Robinson, political science;
Harold IV. Robbins, physics; Leanna Isaacson, education; Ronald ?. Viano, zoology;
Gary Lee Berg, geology; Gary B. Moen, English.
LAKESIDE
Bachelor: Sandra L. Kines, business administration.
LAUREL
Juris Doctor: Larry D. Herman. Bachelor:
Blanche Ann Bullis, education; Maurice R. Kaiser, business administration;
Thomas J. Albert, business administration; Frederick C. Bolenske, wildlife biology;
Jere L. Gilles, political science, high honors; Kenneth D. Dunham, radio-television.
LAMBERT
Bachelor: Lila Lee Sandberg, education, honors.
LEWISTOWN
Master:
Clinton J. Sennett, economics, honors; Michael A. Tognetti, business administration, honors! 
Mark E. Majerus, forestry; Margaret L. Barta, sociology; William H. Yetter, business 
administration; Richard L. Nessan, business administration; Martha Jane Elliott, liberal arts. 
LIBBY
Juris Doctor: Ted J. Doney; L. Charles Evans. Master: David R. Stephenson, education.
Bachelor: Kelly W. Evans, anthropology; Jacqueline J. Swenson, education; M. Susan Patter­
son, business administration; Inga Trautmann Riddle, education; Carolyn Grace Powell,




Naine Magera Van Helden, microbiology; Lorraine F. McNamer, education.
LIVINGSTON .. . , _ ex(also Bachelor, pre-medicine, honors;
Master; hodney D. Churchwell, mathematics; Dan D. Holmquist, chemistry/. Bachelor. 
Scott Allen, business administration; Gerald L. Johnson, business administration,
Donna Patricia Johnson, education, honors; Adin F. Smith, zoology; Willbann D. Terpening, 
psychology; Gregory D. Strong, history, honors.
LONEPINE
Bachelor: Elizabeth Aero Bowser, business administration.
LOLO
Bachelor: Bruce A. Prowell, speech communication education.
MANHATTAN
Bachelor: Richard C. Fellows, business administration, honors.
MALTA
Juris Doctor: George A. Losleben. Master: Myrna Mangis Doney, business
administration. Bachelor: Mary Louise Heberlee, home economics.
MEDICINE LAKE
Bachelor: Frank E. Spencer, history, honors; Karl A. Fiske, Jr., health and
physical education; Michael J. Poe, pharmacy; Beverly Kay Hancock, health and physical 
education; Marlin Danielson, pharmacy.
MAXVILLE
Master: Gordon D. Spunich, business administration.
MILES CITY
Master: William K. Calvin, sociology; F. Tom Peterson, education; Joseph A. Rinella,
education. Bachelor: Joseph F. Shevlin, economics; James M. Brady, anthropology;
Herman R. Venable, business administration; Miles W. Milligan II, business administration; 
Gene D. Nix, business administration; Barbara D. Brown, Spanish; Margaret Susan Moreno, 




Mike IV. Kransky, history-political science; William T. Kailey, 
political science; Mary Ann Liles, education, Glen E. Kapitzke, wildlife biology.
MOCCASIN
Bachelor: Cherie Lee Metcalfe, English.
MILLTOWN
Master: Gary M. Matson, zoology.
MISSOULA
— -P-: Stephen F. Arno, forestry and plant science; J. Latham Claflin, microbiology;
Bert Cunin, psychology; Lambert H. Deckers, psychology; Ivan M. Johnson, zoology;
Matthew R. Merrens, psychology; Lawrence G. Mitchell, zoology; 
Ronald A. Susott, chemistry. Juris Doctor: Edward J. Bell; Terry K. Botsford;
Robert L. Deschamps III; D. Frank Kampfe; John W. Northey; Ray B. Olson; Douglas G.
Skjcl set. Mastery Gladys Marie Peterson, education;
Robert E. Proctor, education
/'
Aiexine Lena Henny Rice, art
: aron J. Schenck, art; Deanna Whiteside Sheriff, education;
Denise Peterson Skjelset, English;
Sheila M. Stearns, history; Carol McManaway Stenson, education; Lowell R. Svennungsen,
music; Theodore W. Jensen, Spanish; Valarah Ellen Johnson,
education; Donald K. Klepper, biological sciences; Harold S. Knudsen, geography;
Larry H. Liebzeit, mathematics; Roy G. Lyman, education; Richard A. Mammel, art;
Alfred F. McLean,
education; Darrell J. Micken, speech pathology and audiology; Violet Elaine Miller, 
education; Gary A. Morin, education; Randall F. Moy, zoology; Melba Burk Nichols, 
education; Howard B. Drummond, chemistry; Patricia Claire Embry, zoology; Nancy Nielsen 




Helmuth Fichtler, psychology; Loreen C. Folsom, speech pathology and audiology;
Dale E. Fredlund, anthropology; . Lyman E. Gish, education;
Darwen N. Hennings, zoology; Dennis D. Gordon, creative writing; Charles G. Hines, 
psychology; 03.1c P• How32%d̂  0duc3tion,
►
Howard C. Hunt, mathematics; Ila Wood Banks, education; Bela A. Balogh, psychology;
John P. Bauernfeind, creative writing; Douglas \. Seed, guidance and counseling;
Elbert Bethel, Jr., mathematics; Pamela Bley, education;►
Dana Jeane Bunnell, drama; Dennis M. Burr, economics; Edward M. Carney, microbiology;
Margaret Alicia Carson, English; Ferris E. Clouse, education; George P. Cole, geology;
^Allen Y. Cooperrider, wildlife biology; David W. Dale, English; Robert J. DeHuff, 
business administration; Myrna Sparkman Terzo, Spanish; Linda Sue Thompson, Spanish;
Gary E. Trenary, education; Christina
Manota Troxel, education; David D. Werner, English; Kurt W. Wetzel, history;
Davida L. Wilke, guidance and counseling; Beth B. Wright, education;
Vincent D. Yannone, biological sciences; Dennis E. Yeager, education.
Bachelor: Karol Dea Kramer, speech communication;
►Mark G* Taylor, anthropology, honors; Brian L. Kekich, economics; Philip G. Belangie, history 
Craig R. McCollor, health and physical education; Jo Anne Saldin, home economics;
Harry W. Nelson, business administration; John M. Bradley, psychology; Richard A. Meissner, 
“'business administration; James C. Collins, chemistry; Helen L. Amestoy, education;
Paula Louise Mullis, English; Charlotte Heron, business administration; Alan P. Caldwell, 
music; Ronald N. Lenn, business administration; Mark A. Clark, business administration;
"Virginia E. Rennick, education; John R. Blum, education, honors; Roy L. McClure, pharmacy; 
Susan C. Sperry, home economics; Gary K. Emblen, health and physical education;
John H. Doyle, Jr., business administration; Paul E. Prety, Jr., business administration;




Mary Jo CeCelia Murphy, business administration; Arnold T. Polanchek, business administra­
tion; Carol Marie Clark, education; Daniel E. Johnston, business administration;
David C. Campbell, business administration; David E. Lauckner, business administration;
Robert C. Massey, business administration; Jon E. Cates, business administration;
Clyde W. Langaunet, business administration; James V. Lovell, business administration;
Raymond A. Menier, business administration, honors; Janice Maxine Watson, education;
Kenneth L. Robertson, journalism, honors; Rick G. Kelsey, forestry, high honors;
Peter L. Vaughn, business administration; Daniel H. McElwain, business administration;
Mae Behner York, education, honors; Frank L. Zielke, education; Patricia Ann Semenza, 
education; Doris Marsha Shea, education; Kenneth W. Berry, journalism; David L. Bunnell, 
forestry; Karen Gail Olson, journalism, honors; Bonnie Faye Wachtler, business administration, 
Dennis E. Nelson, forestry; Terri Lee Vander Stoep, education; Michael A. Wood, journalism, 
Vinton R. Guthrie, pharmacy; Michael F. Harsell, radio-television; Patricia Ann Williams, 
education; Kathryn Jean Veazey, education; Karen Kay Scheytt, education; Neil F. McGill, 
forestry; Gene A. Anderson, pharmacy; Susan Kay Rowberry, education; Katherine Wright Ulyatt, 
education, honors; William L. Werhane, forestry; Curt T. Griffiths, political science;
Gem T. Mercer, business administration, honors; Roger E. Biniek, social welfare,
Kenneth M. Cass, business administration; Doris M. Makela, education; Joseph G. Walchuk, 
business administration; Carol B. Matchett, education; Verna Maria Woo-lsey Baker, education; 
Donna Davis, education; Linda Lee Garding Wood, education; Luylla Jo Claar, education; 
Elizabeth Ann Clinker, education; Sandra Ann Alley, education, high honors; James G. Sturm, 
education; Michael G. Harrington, forestry, honors; Shelley Kay Preston, resource 
conservation; Norman W. Davis, pharmacy; Antonia E. Therriault, education; Rita Ann Sackett, 
education; Roger E. Davis, forestry; Leonard R. Wicks, education; Janice Kay Davis, 
journalism, honors; Richard 0. Everett, business administration; Nancy Priscilla Senechal, 
music education; Stephen Dale Watt, business administration; Robert Z. Stephens, wildlife 




Paul B. Brunner, business administration; Byron D. Schurg, education, high honors;
Ruth M. Boydston, education, honors; Earl IV. Mastin, education; Arthur M. Stapleton, 
business administration; David A. Ueeck, business administration; Sally K. Dart, education; 
Michael C. Brooke, education; Orval W. Gastineau, Jr., forestry; Carole Day Baker, 
education, honors; Grace Marie Freed Magone, education; Helen Antoinette Cipolato, 
education; Patricia D. Spink, education; Gary L. Crerar, business administration;
A. Alan Guenther, chemistry, honors; Patrick E. Melby, history; Laura Rosenberg Morris, 
education; Jon A. Steele, geology; Robert P. Brown, business administration; Cheryl Cash 
Elsberry, home economics; Roy E. Jerome, business administration; Marvin R. Huth, business 
administration; Patricia Sue Fifer, Spanish; Jimmy R. Anderson, wildlife biology;
Kenneth E. Oglesbee, liberal arts; Larry J. Bicha, health and physical education;
Sara Jean Wilcox, French; Michael J. Emry, history-political science; Frank Downing, 
business administration, high honors; Janet Lee McShane, education, honors; Gloria Gay 
Garard, music; Toni Jeanne Wagner, home economics; Richard L. Humphreys, business 
administration; Carol Ann MacDonald, education; Florence E. McClenahan, music, honors;
Howard D. Sickels, sociology; Peggy L. Shriner, sociology, honors; Thomas J. Beers, 
business administration; Janet Lynn Ormesher, education; Barbara Carole Cooley Ranstrom, 
education, honors, Russell A. Novak, education; Alan B. Benson, education; Susan Kay Azzara, 
education, high honors; Robert M. Murphy, business administration; John D. Meyers, business 
administration, Diane Dean Bennett, education; Keith A. Blanding, education, honors;
Marilyn Bell, education; Calvin R. Bay, education; Dorothy A. Alston, education;
Randle •-Hurst, mathematics; Susan Lee Honeychurch, art; Janet Susan Boyer Kenney, music; 
Clinton H. Kammerer, business administration; Terry M. Gregor, business administration;
Paula Ann Riese, social welfare, honors; Arthur W. Miller, education; Madilyn Bell Jones, 
education; Linda Ruth Osburnsen, pharmacy, honors; Jeane I. Maruska, education; honors; 




John R. Gilbert, business administration; Edwin E. Blackler, music; Mary Susan Mast,
education; Karen E. Henrikson, sociology, high honors; George Ladanye, sociology-economics;
Vera L. Dreher, education; Carol Coats, psychology, honors; Diane K. Hanson, business
administration; Kenneth J. Lousen, political science-history; John R. Hammen, Russian, honors;
Bonnie E. Graham, education; George L. Sorensen, psychology, Jeanette Sayer McKee, education,
honors; Richard G. Johnson, education; Stephen E. Mathison, pharmacy, honors; Janet Rangitsch,
social welfare; Ella Marie Howard, education; Quinton R. Hehn, social welfare; William F.
Shiffman, psychology; Connie Dols Isaac, sociology; Bruce T. Wontor, sociology;
Marsha Jean McElwain, education, honors; Vivian L. Magne, education, honors; Diane M. Palmer,
psychology; Christine A. Bauer, sociology; Marie Eileen Neff, education, honors;
Judith Ellen Parker, sociology; James A. Ferguson, geology; John M. Shearer, psychology;
Celia Ahrens Allard, microbiology, honors; Helen Jean Hanson, art; Edward A. Hanson II,
mathematics; Gary R. Lancaster, wildlife technology; Marilyn B. Dudley, education;
Kathryn Albert Boyce, microbiology; Linda Lee Lovell, liberal arts; Eric E. Schulz,
philosophy; Barbara Elaine Everin, education; Jane Marie MacDuffie, liberal arts;
Henrietta M. Irish, education, honors; Monica Sellars Campbell, social welfare;
Mary Lynn Knight, education; Dale T. Stoverud, pharmacy; Charles R. Boggio, sociology;
Bobb J. Lawrence, education; Peter D. Laba, education; Linda Lee Overcast, social welfare,
education, honors
high honors; Ronald A. S. Sain, psychology; Elizabeth Ann Madison, Frencty; Steven M. Johnson, 
German, high honors; Patricia Lowe Olson, English, honors; Margaret Louise Borg, liberal arts, 
Charles W. Briggs, history, honors; Carl F. Thompson, history-political science;
Charles V. Bahr, history; Wilfred L. Brod, Jr., German; Jerome P. Longpre, history;
Ann Worden Libecap, English; Lynette Fannon Johnson, history, high honors; Henry A.
Blastic, Jr., history; Tom W. Quarles, wildlife biology; Arlene Myllymaki Knee, history- 
political science, honors; Sandra Louise Pramenko, history-political science; Lynn Diane 
Hogue, art; Warren L. Katzenmoyer, wildlife biology; Ronald R. Lodders, philosophy;^
Cristin Sue Connick, home economics; Kathleen Frost Sayler, English;
more
Jenny V. Warwick, liberal arts, honors; Marilyn Long Hausser, education; Richard A. Poitras, 
microbiology; Corliss Nickerson, drama; Darrell W. Anderson, mathematics; Peggy Faye Gapay, 
education; Donald K. Gilbert, philosophy; Ronald J. Cocchiarella, pre-medicine, honors;
Peter R. Koch, philosophy; Patricia V. Harsell, education; James R. Weber, microbiology;
Tana Lee Tice, microbiology; Marilyn Kay Giuliani, education; Richard L. Johnson, 
political science; Don MacDonald, political science; James R. Rice, art; Susan Teresa Volkel, 
French, honors; Donald R. Sullivan microbiology; Thomas William Dufresne, mathematics; 
Stephen F. Johnson, mathematics; Marilyn Jane 'ai r m'er LxO.’ r *;
Ronald L. Luchau, English; Thomas E. Shepherd, English; Gary V. Scales, Spanish; 
Wendell H. Frojen, geography, honors; Charlotte Elaine Herbig, English; George G. Durant, 
English; Jon A. Jackson, English, honors; Bernice E. Baker, English, honors; Cathy Ann Croci, 
English, honors; Walter J. Piippo, French; Sharon K. Black, English; Janice M. Rylander, 
Spanish; John D. Hawthorne, chemistry; David S. Shea, wildlife biology; Rutger A. van Houten, 
Spanish; Gary M. Lehne, geography; Donald G. Brumback, health and physical education;
Jeanne V. Gray, history-political science; Frances C. Phillips, health and physical 
education; Patricia Eileen Hendzel, home economics; Joseph A. Turmell, history;
Michael E. Westrom, liberal arts; Carl A. Beebe, zoology; John T. Cheney, geology;
Gary D. Hancock, history-political science; Clifford F. Frey, mathematics; Loren A. Flemmer, 
history-political science; Jael Prezeaus liberal arts, honors; Marvin L. Mickens, history; 
Stephen L. Wiltzen, health and physical education; Janice L. Trickel, English; Marilyn Wyatt, 
French; Jack C. Thompson, history; Kathryn T. Browne, microbiology; Neoma Irene Sol, 
microbiology, honors; Dennis K. Sullivan, health and physical education; Steve L. Croffot, 
health and physical education; Loretta Rose Normand, home economics; James B. Anattol, 
economics, honors; William K. Kayser, botany; Margaret Ellen Peterson, speech pathology and 
audiology; Lee E. Shideler, speech pathology and audiology; George R. Svoboda, speech 
communication; Dale L. Johnson, economics Sandra Ella




Tom D. Madison, Jr., economics; Thomas J. Cooper, economics; Gary L. Lake, economics; 
Kathleen A. Bisson, anthropology; Loren 0. Cabe, Jr., economics, honors; Shirley M. 
Konizeski, anthropology; Larry W. Stewart, economics-political science; Karen Hauck Paris, 
chemistry, honors; Mavoureen M. Greseth, English; Jean Louise Effler, Spanish, honors; 
Byron Lee Baker, English, honors; Tana Lou Faurot Cooper, health and physical education, 
high honors; Patrick M. Brooke, health and physical education.
MOORE
Bachelor: Barbara Kolar, education; Donald D. Melichar, English.
NEIHART
Bachelor: Austin M. Gray, drama.
OILMONT
Bachelor: Pamela M. Woldtvedt, home economics.
OLNEY
Bachelor: Johnnie Marks, business administration.
OPHEIM
Bachelor: Rodney M. Dahl, Russian.
OUTLOOK
Master: Wayne D. Koterba, botany.
PENDROY
Bachelor: Diane Kaye Halverson, education.
PHILIPSBURG
Bachelor: Robert J. LeRoy, business administration; Jo Ann Buchanan, home economics.
PLAINS




Bachelor: Lowell J. Nikolaisen,




John B. Chandler, Jr., pharmacy; (Sam) Leslie L. Kitzenberg, education; Craig P. Marsh, 
business administration.
POLSON
Ph.D.: Willard R. Anderson, education. Bachelor: Patrick W. Shannon, business
administration; Janice Dolezal, business administration; Larry R. Lawin, business 
administration; Jock 0. Anderson, business administration; Linda Kay Coons, home economics; 
Richard L. Strauss, health ard physical education; Timothy B. Stark, health and physical 
education; John A. Williams, English; Judith Katherine Strauss, social welfare;
Michael A. Rose, health and physical education; Mary Janet Ball, French, honors.
POPLAR
Master: Lois G. Fister Steele, biological sciences. Bachelor: James W. Skinner,
business administration; Esther Louise Hinz, education.
POTOMAC
Bachelor: William W. Niles, forestry, honors.
RAMSAY
Bachelor: Robert E. Chamberlin, business administration.
RED LODGE
Master: Philip G. Favero, political science. Bachelor: Trudy McAlear Elsberry,
business administration; Raenell Andrea Hyvonen, education; Margaret Elizabeth Gerhardt, 
education; Anne Kathleen Columbus, German, honors.
ROBERTS
Bachelor: Barbara Ann Wirkman, anthropology
ROLLINS
Bachelor: Loren C. Nelson, forestry.
RONAN
Master: Dwayne H. Hofschulte, education. Bachelor: Joseph A. Yanzick, anthropology,
Robert F. Bryant, psychology
honors; Peter L. Peregoy, zoology, honors;/Dennis F. Webster, health and physical education
more
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RONAN (cont'd.)
Daniel A. Piedalue, history-political science;; Glenda Lynn Ingraham, history.
ROSEBUD
Bachelor: Gary R. Smith, psychology.
ROUNDUP
Juris Doctor: John L. Hilts, honors. Bachelor: Gary G. Thomas, forestry;
Moira Ruth Staunton, liberal arts; Janice Irene Goffena, health and physical education. 
SACO
Mastery William C. Moran, education. Bachelor: Richard L. Nelson, economics.
SANDERS
Master: Gary E. Hoovestal, Spanish.
SCOBEY
Bachelor: Carl G. Darchuk, drama, high honors.
SHELBY
Bachelor: David P. Hanson, education; Donna Lee Rogers, home economics;
Claudia Georgette Mainard, French; Mary Jane Alsup Moog, English.
SHERIDAN
Bachelor: Gloria Lee Bruner, education.
SHONKIN
Bachelor: Jon H. Evers, health and physical education.
SIDNEY
Mastery Wanda Jean Criger, music. Bachelor: Gary L. Pavek, economics, honors;
Donald D. Mock, business administration; Bruce E. Sunwall, business administration; 
Kathryn S. Haugen, education; Linda Marie Dufresne, French, honors;
Gary J. Thogersen, history-political science, honors.
SIMMS




Bachelor: Virginia Ann Oursland, education; Bernard T. Olson, education;
Richard M. Almini, liberal arts; Susan Elizabeth Herlick, Spanish, high honors.
ST. REGIS
Bachelor: Robert B. Clyde, business administration.
STANFORD
Bachelor: Joseph M. Cornell, political science.
STEVENSVILLE
Master: Arnold B. Melnikoff, chemistry. Bachelor: Stephen K. Nelson, economics;
Denis A. Hart, forestry; H. Warren Clements, education, honors; Russell W. Scruggs, geology 
H. Edwin Shepherd, microbiology; Kenneth D. Meadows, health and physical education;
Jean H. Ellison, economics-political science, honors.
SUNBURST
Bachelor: Douglas B. Kelley, political science-history.
SUPERIOR
Master: Richard A. Jonasen, education. Bachelor: Odin B. Strom, education;
Charles B. Walle, education; Stephen J. Moats, psychology;
Naomi Jean Watts, home economics, honors; Amy J. Mickelson, education.
SWEET GRASS
Bachelor: Michael K. Lerum, sociology; Wallace B. Farbo, geography.
ST. IGNATIUS
Bachelor: Albert J. Blackman, education.
THREE FORKS
Bachelor: Marilyn Leigh Lamach, sociology; Sue Ann Skornogoski, education.
TERRY
Bachelor: Roger 0. Rock, English, honors.
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THOMPSON FALLS
Bachelor: Michael C. Duffield, business administration, honors;
education; Richard R. Heater, health and physical education.
Eileen M, Garrison,
TOWNSEND
Bachelor: Bruce M. Whitehead, political science-history; Donald K. Williams, French.
TROY
Bachelor. Cathy Lee Hughart, home economics, honors. 
TURNER
Bachelor: Russell D. Getten, business administration.
TWO DOT
Bachelor: Loren P. Haarr, history-political science.
VALIER
Bachelor: Dorothy Kuka, health and physical education; Victoria Lee Field,
home economics.
VANDALIA
Bachelor: Delton A. Strommen, history-political science.
VICTOR
Master: Robert H. Olson, education; Duane D. Scott, education. Bachelor: Mabel Jeane
Jernigan, education; Ora Mae Mabbott, education; Maxine Delores Smith, home economics. 
VOLBORG
Bachelor: Bruce A. Benge, business administration.
WALKERVILLE
Bachelor: Constance Boston, social welfare, honors.
WESTBY
Bachelor: Duane E. Krowen, geography; Aldon W. Joyes, geography.
WEST GLACIER





Bradley A. Shefloe 
Gayle Marie Crane, 
political science,
Dennis L. Olson, education. Bachelor: 
business administration; Jerrie L. Santa, education, honors;
education; Herbert G. Stocking, business administration; John E. Palmer, 
honors; Patricia Elliott Schoonover, art; Lynn Ellen Hetrick, English.
WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS
Bachelor: Benjamin B. Hurwitz, business administration.
WHITEHALL
Master: Kay Chambers, health and physical education. Bachelor: Charles D. Bennetts
business administration; Gary L. Stevens, business administration; William G. Giono, 
business administration; Louise Ann Capp, home economics.
WIBAUX
Bachelor: Donald D. Burman, health and physical education.
WILLOW CREEK
Bachelor: Jack D. Reich, business administration.
WOLF POINT
Bachelor: Joseph C. Engel III, history-political science; Gary E. Antonson
Denise Jean Taylor, sociology, high honors.
WORDEN
education;
Master: Calvin G. McRae, education Bachelor: Glen R. Teeters, wildlife biology.
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ALASKA
ANCHORAGE--Bachelor: Brendan R. Kelly, psychology. JUNEAU--Bachelor: Patricia
Ann Peacock, pharmacy.
ARIZONA
TUCSON--Bachelor: Michelle Elaine Ryals.
CALIFORNIA
AMADOR CITY--Bachelor: Wayne J. Breider, business administration. ANAHEIM--
Bachelor: Robert A. Solberg, business administration. BAKERSFIELD--Master: Jerry L.
Burk, speech communication; Thomas 0. Towle, Jr., psychology. DAVIS— Bachelor: David B.
Griggs, forestry. DIXON--Bachelor: Russell J. Cagle, health and physical education.
EL CENTRO--Bachelor: Shirley Ann Allen, sociology. ESC0NDID0--Bachelor: Janice Kay
Fenton, health and physical education. EUREKA--Bachelor: Peter V. Van Fleet, English.
Bachelor: Terry D.
Stegner, education. FRESN0--Bachelor: Larry G. Stephens, education. GLENDALE--Bachelor
Fred C. Martin, Jr., forestry. GREENVILLE--Master: Wilford L. Baldwin, mathematics.
HESPERIA--Bachelor: Kirk L. Dillon.
LAFAYETTE--Bachelor: David A. Cecchini, business administration. LA HABRA--Bachelor^:
Elizabeth Eastman, political science, honors. LOS ALTOS--Bachelor: Stephen A. Weiss,
resource conservation. LOS ANGELES--Master: Joel E. Guthals, business administration;
Raymond P. Moline, Jr., business administration. M0RAGA--Bachelor: David A. Bowland,
history. NATIONAL CITY--Bachelor: Allen W. Phillips, zoology. NEWPORT BEACH--Bachelor:
George P. Yule, Jr., business administration. NORTHRIDGE--Bachelor: James G. Simpson,
forestry. OAKLAND--Master: Lome E. Sivertson, economics; Roger A. Smith, art.
PALMDALE--Bachelor: Keith G. Turner, geography. PARAMOUNT--Master: Allan B. Crocoll,
mathematics. POMONA--Bachelor: Richard L. Chambers, geology. REDDING--Bachelor:
Charles J. Gleeson, journalism. RIVERSIDE--Master: Carl R. Holden, Jr., music.
SAN FRANCISCO--Master:




SANTA BARBARA--Bachelor: Jonathan E. Corlett, English. SANTA MARIA--Bachelor:
Michael D. Mattson, zoology. SOUTH GATE--Bachelor: George R. Veverka, forestry.
TARZANA--Bachelor: Kurt W. Russo, forestry. TIBURON--Master: Paul D. Hecht, geology.
VAN NUYS--Bachelor: Donald P. Hanley, forestry, honors. WALNUT CREEK— Bachelor:
Charles W. Gay, English, honors; Bradford A. Hawkins, business administration.
YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK--Bachelor: Larry R. Huggins, liberal arts.
COLORADO
COLORADO SPRINGS--Bachelor: Roger L. Resting, forestry. GRAND JUNCTION--Bachelor
Janice Mendicelli Pierre, journalism. LAKEWOOD--Bachelor: Marilyn Kay Pelo, journalism,
honors. LITTLETON--Master: Rex C. Myers, history. Bachelor: John R. Crouch, Jr.,
anthropology.
CONNECTICUT
ELLINGTON--Bachelor: David J. Walker, education. NEW BRITAIN--Bachelor:
Russell A. Storey, music education.
FLORIDA
JUPITER--Master: Eileen M. Robertson, education. LYNN HAVEN--Bachelor: Robin R.
Pierson, anthropology, honors. MIAMI--Master: John W. Andes, history.
HAWAII
HILO--Bachelor: Howard M. Ochi, business administration. HONOLULU--Bachelor:
Merle H. Owen, English. KEALAKEKIJA, KONA--Bachelor: Lance K. Matsumura, business
administration. VOLCANO--Bachelor: Alexander J. MacKenzie, business administration.
IDAHO
Berniecc Loyota Martin, education.
rATAi.iv> Bachelor^ Gsue K* fcraiter.. eoucatauii, COEUR d ' ALENE--Bachelor: Patricia Ann 
Burke, sociology. 1
FORT HALL--Bachelor: Lorraine Phyllis Edmo, journalism. HARRISON--Bachelor: Patricia
Marie May, business administration.
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IDAHO (cont’d.)
KOOSKIA— Master: Mariam Anne R. Nielsen, biological sciences. POST FALLS—
Bachelor: Nicola Jane Ziegele, journalism.
S1LVKRT0N— Bachelor: Edwarc 3. Vang, pharmacy. SUN VALLEY— Master: Edmund D. Moritz,
psychology. WALLACE— Master: B.nty LaRue Batts, education. Bachelor: Theodore C.
Anthony, history.
ILLINOIS
BLUE MOUND--Bachelor: Margaret Arlene Yeung, medical technology, honors.
BROOKFIELD--Bachelor: Ornn W. Johnson, education, honors. CANTON--Master: James A.
Moorhouse, forestry. CATLIN--Bachelor: William R. Hendrickson, forestry. CHICAGO—
Juris Doctor: Richard G. Nollmeyer. Master: Jean Marie Burke (Sister David Ann),
biological sciences. Bachelor: Robert F. Weir, liberal arts; Matthew E. Zarko, Jr.,
business administration. CRETE--Bachelor: Donald P. Blair, chemistry. FARMER CITY—
Bachelor: Judith Elaine Pratt, education. LOMBARD--Bachelor: Roger A. Haick, wildlife
biology. MIDLOTHIAN— Master: George P. Avellano, business administration.
NEW LENOX--Bachelor: Richard J.
Hughes, education. NORTHBROOK--Bachelor: Melinda Hoskins, journalism. PEORIA--Master:
Joseph D. Weiss, drama. ROCKFORD— Bachelor: Peter J. Matz, health and physical
education; Kenneth J. Ring, English. ROCK ISLAND--Bachelor: Wilma Bleuer Nitzel,
business administration. VIOLA--Bachelor: James M. Jones, forestry,.honors.
INDIANA
ANDERSON--Master: Frank L. Meeker, psychology. BLUFFTON--Bachelor: Paul M.
Gilgen, forestry. CHES TERI ON--Bachelor: Robert J. Wujcik, forestry. FORT WAYNE —
Bachelor. Ronald A. Flickinger, education. GARY--Master: Karen Joan Swope, music.
INDIANAPOLIS— Bachelor: Ronald H. Moore, health and physical education. SOUTH BEND—
Bachelor: Wade D. Hughes, business administration; John C. Shook, radio-television.
IOWA »




MARSHALLTOWN--Master: Mary Jackson Hudspeth, English. MENLO--Master:
Howard A. Mills, journalism. NORTHWOOD--Ph.D.: James P. Allison, psychology,
PRAIRIE CITY--Mastery Hugh E. Elrod, mathematics. SWEA CITY--Master: Gary W. Johnson,
health and physical education.
KANSAS
WICHITA--Bachelor: Charles D. LaRue, history.
LOUISIANA
NEW ORLEANS--Bachelor: LaRue Nelson, education.
MARYLAND
ANDREWS AIR FORCE BASE--Bachelor: Susan Elizabeth Higgins, home economics.
BALTIMORE--Master: L. Richard Franz, Jr., biological sciences. DUNDALK--Master:
Lewis F. Frain, mathematics. HYATTSVILLE--Bachelor: Barbara Katherine Abrams, education
MAINE, WESTBROOK— Master: Earl C. Libby, education.
MASSACHUSETTS
BEVERLY--Bachelor: Thomas A. Robertson, political science. BYFIELD--Bachelor:
Jeffry D. Stoehr, business administration. DANVERS--Bachelor:
Warren A. Weed, Jr., political science
NEW BEDFORD--Bachelor: Kenneth C. Ponichtera, forestry. WAYLAND--Bachelor: Richard A.
Farrell, health and physical education. WOLLASTON--Master: Virginia Elaine Lantery,
biological sciences.
MICHIGAN
ALBION--Master: James D. Reed, creat ve /riting. CRYSTAL FALLS--Bachelor:
Sallie Beth Scott, English, honors. ECORSE--Bachelor: Herbert R. White, health and
physical education. GROSSE POINTE FARMS--Bachelor : John S. Eaton, education.
JACKSON--Bachelor: Sarah Jean Stebbins, social welfare. TRAVERSE CITY--Master:
Robert C. Beall, wildlife biology.
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MINNESOTA
BEMIDJI--Master: A. Keith Malmquist, art. BRAINERD--Master: Paul E. Hermann,
mathematics. EDINA--Mastery Douglas A. Greven, business administration. GAYLORD-- 
Bachelor: Mary A. Matthiae, English. HIBBING--Master: Margret Demgen Allison, business
administration. LEROY--Master: Paul E. Nelson, music education. MILACA--Bachelor:
Nancy Elizabeth Errebo, education. c
MINNETONKA— Lac.ielor: Kenneth J. Raedeke, resource conservation, nonors.
NORTHFIELD--Master: Shad E. Bailey, nisic.
ROCHESTER— D.ed.: Duane C. Dornack, education. ST. PAUL--Master: Georgia D. Prakash,
education. ST. CLOUD--Master: James C. DeMorett, mathematics. W$ASSO--Master:
Connie Louise Lauckner, French. WINONA--Ph.D.: Donald J. Echelard, music education.
WINTHROP--Juris Doctor: Richard A. Volinkaty.
MISSOURI
BISMARCK--Master: Temp L. Thomas, biological sciences.
NEBRASKA
BELLEVUE--Master: Carol J. Eddlemon, education. BRADY--Master: Gary L. Anderson
biological sciences. CURTIS--Bachelor: Terry L. Shaffer, forestry. FALLS CITY--Master:
Paul R. Carlson, business administration. OMAHA--Bachelor: Sandra L. Peiffer, education,
high honors.
NEVADA
CARSON CITY--Bachelor: Kathleen Mary Davis, forestry.
NEW HAMPSHIRE
CHESTER--Bachelor: Terrence D. McCarthy, wildlife biology. SALEM--Bachelor:
Alan S. Newell, history, higli honors; Dale Van Valkenberg, political science-history.
NEW JERSEY
BERKELEY HEIGHTS--Bachelor: Robert A. Starks, business administration. CHATHAM--
Bachelor: Barry C. Carnahan, forestry; Douglas H. Ford, forestry. JERSEY CITY--Bachelor:




WOODCLIFF LAKE--Bachelor: Raymond A. Gogarty, geography.
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE--Bachelor: Mark R. Champlin, resource conservation. CUBA--Master:
Tom E. Salazar, mathematics. SANTA FE--Master: Mason W. Dikeman, psychology.
Bachelor: James Malin, business administration.
NEW YORK
BARRYVILLE--Master: Millard 0. Hulse, geography. BAY SHORE--Master:
Norman Schweizer, forestry. BROOKLYN--Bachelor: Howard B. Schwartz, journalism.
BRONX--Ph.D.: Howard M. Israel, psychology. Bachelor: Richard R. Faesser, art.
NEW YORK CITY--Master: David L. Naylor, mathematics.
ONTARIO--Bachelor: James W. Bradstreet, wildlife biology. ORCHARD PARK--Bachelor:
Frederick D. Watson. OSSINING--Bachelor: Bruce Grebe, forestry, honors. PELHAM--
Bachelor: James M. O'Gorman, business administration. ROCHESTER--Master: Henry H.
Lyman, Jr., art. SMITHTOWN--Bachelor: Kenneth W. Yachechak, forestry. STONY BROOK--
Bachelor: Robert W. Aloise, education, high honors. STATEN ISLAND--Bachelor:
Gary R. Zinn, biology. SUFFERN--Bachelor: John F. Salo, business administration.
Bachelor: Philip M. Johansen,
business administration. WOODHAVtN— Bachelor: limothy J. Cullen, speech communication.
YOUNGSTOWN--Bachelor: Bruce R. Brown, education.
NORTH CAROLINA
ARDEN —  Bachelor: Millard A. Dumas III, forestry.
NORTH DAKOTA
BEACH--Bachelor: Mavis D. H. Roberts, education. BUFFALO--Bachelor:
James R. Hicks, economics.
Bachelor: Kenneth H. Green, forestry. MANDAN--Master: David W. Haney, drama.
WATFORD CITY--Master: Richard D. Nordberg, education.
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WASHBURN--Mab V; Lloyd 0. .Anderson, 
Patricia Marie LaRoi c*, ec'uca^ion.
education. WILLISTON —  Bache1or:
OHIO
ALLIANCE--Master * 
Tonkin W. Beuck, f( 'ey,try.
Margaret Jean Marshall, mathematics. AMHERST— Bachelor: 
ASH TABULA--Bachelor: James R. Eller, botany.
STRiJTHERS--Bachelor: Laward H. Folkwein, radio-television.
OREGON
ASTORIA— Master: Ruth Mane Saxberg, education. BUTTE FALLS--Bachelor:
Victoria Harris Rudd, education. FOREST GROVE--Bachelor: Gary D. Mercer, chemistry,
high honors. GRANTS PASS-Master: Donald B. Gordon, guidance and counseling.
LA GRANDE-Masten David G. Slabaugh, creative writing. PORTLAND-Ph.D. :
Larry °* QUinn’ hiSt°ry- blister: Gordon D. Bacon, education; Robert W. Thurman,
psychology; Dwight A. Yates, English. Bachelor: Robert R. Bray, Jr., liberal arts.
REDMOND--Master. Walt A. Wolfe, biological sciences. SALEM— Bachelor:
Candace Elizabeth Barnard, art. SPRINGFIELD D.ed.: Stanley A. Grout, education.
VERNONIA--Bachelor: Joyce Elaine Eaton, sociology.
PENNSYLVANIA
CARLISLE— Bachelor: Robert M. Hamilton, wildlife biology. COOPERSBURG— Master:
Lowery E. McHenry, education. LEVITT01VN— Bachelor : Christine Joanne Suntheimer, educatio 
PHILADELPHIA--Bachelor: Peter L. Steere, anthropology. PITTSBURGH— Bachelor:
David R. Laursen, wildlife biology. STROUDSBURG-Bachelor: Randall D. Mosley, forestry.
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WARMINSTER--Master: Clifford L. Bowen, mathematics. WAYNESBORO--Master:
Marvin L. Shubert, mathematics.
SOUTH DAKOTA
ABERDEEN--Bachelor: Susan E. Sabol, social welfare, honors. BELLE FOURCHE--
Master: Bess Graves Erickson, guidance and counseling. CUSTER--Bachelor: William 0. Boyum,
forestry. MITCHELL--Master: Calvin B. Benson, English. RAPID CITY--Bachelor:
Jim E. Dvoracek, forestry; Keith R. Lewis, forestry. SALEM--Bachelor: J. Robert Kelton, 
forestry. SIOUX FALLS--Master: Mohamed Bousseta, mathematics. STURGIS--Master:
Michael J. Bezenek, education. Bachelor: James N. Sweaney, forestry.
TENNESSEE
MARTIN--Bachelor: Susan Lynn Benson, history-political science. MEHPHIS--
Master: James E. Mabry, business administration.
TEXAS
DALLAS--Bachelor: Fredrick A. Warner, forestry. HENDERSON--Bachelor:
James J. Sweeney, business administration. HOUSTON--Bachelor: Michael W. McCulley,
business administration. MINERAL WELLS--Bachelor: Mae Nan Windham Robinson, history.
SAN ANTON 10--Master: Marvin S. Foster, biological sciences.
UTAH
CEDAR CITY--Master: Betty Ann Kingsford, education. ROY--Master:
Wayne L. Wessel, history. SALT LAKE CITY— Master: Charles R. Miller, mathematics;
Briant R. Oblad, zoology; Dale L. Stagg, health and physical education-
VERMONT
ASCUTNEY-- Bachelor: Henry C. Cobb, Jr., forestry. STOWE--Bachelor:





ALEXANDRIA--Bachelor: Nedra Marlin Vandervoort, anthropology. MCLEAN--Bachelor:
Anthony J. Vaivada, anthropology, high honors.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Master: Vidvuds Celtnieks, health and physical education.
WASHINGTON
ALDER--Master: George A. Venn, creative writing. BELLINGHAM--Juris Doctor:
Carl F. Roehl, Jr. CHATTAROY--Bachelor: J. A. Kendall Snell, forestry. CLARKSTON--
Bachelor: Dean L. Swenson, health and physical education. COULEE DAM--Bachelor:
Lynn Owens, social welfare. DAYTON--Bachelor: James R. Erbes, business administration.
EDMONDS--Master: James D. Pinsoneault, education. HOQUIAM--Bachelor: Catherine W.
von Bracht, education, honors. KENNEWICK--Bachelor: Howard L. Roth, Jr., health and
physical education. LAKE STEVENS--Master: John L. Orr, mathematics. LYNNWOOD--Bachelor:
Mary Ellen Rinella, education. PASCO--Master: Jerry H. Selvig, mathematics.
Bachelor: Catherine Elizabeth Brown Young, English. PUYALLUP--Master: Tom L. Eastman,
mathematics. QUINCY--Bachelor: John M. Bentley, forestry; Martha Louise Bentley, art.
RENTON--Bachelor: Michael D. McCann, health and physical education.
lary Johanna Peyton, music education. Bachelor: Dolores Marie
Daniels, art; Mitzi Jean Hamblock, education; Thomas W. Harman, geology; Russell E. Hughes 
business administration; Duane D. Jones, business administration; James R. Kelly, health 
and physical education; Mark R. Mochel, health and physical education; Peter E. Rasmussen, 
business administration; Si A. Stephens, business administration. SHELTON--Bachelor:
Lee E. Dawson, Jr., health and physical education. SNOQUALMIE--Bachelor: Carl R. Erland,
health and physical education. SPOKANÊ .ph.D. • William r.s Cross, Hi'crobiolony;
George J. Stratman, history. Bachelor: Susan Lanman Alexander, English; Nedra Anna Bayne, 
journalism, high honors; Robert E. Boeh, forestry; William F. von Bracht, English;
sociology; Ann Maree Fellows, education, honors; William T. Fredrickson, psychology;




SPOKANE (cont’d.)--Bachelor: Larry B. French, education; Paula Hoetzel, home
economics; Richard E. Jones, anthropology; Nancy R. Marmont, French, high honors.
TACOMA--Juris Doctor: Michael E. Cooper. Master: Barbara A. Benson, microbiology;
DaTot-H. Strickland, music education. Bachelor: Nancy J. Germeraad, sociology.
WAITSBURG--Bachelor: Matthew J. Lyons, Jr., pharmacy. WALLA WALLA--Bachelor:
Donald W. Farwell, forestry; David W. Tompkins, business administration.
WEST VIRGINIA
ELKINS--Bachelor: Brown A. Parsons, business administration.
WISCONSIN
BRUCE--Bachelor: Deborah Schultz, wildlife biology. CADOTT--Master:
William E. Healy, history. COLUMBUS--Bachelor: Robert W. Hoene, radio-television.
EAU CLAIRE--Ph.D.: Joe C. Elliott, botany. EMBARRASS--Bachelor: MaDonna L. Gruetzmacher
Zander, home economics. GREEN BAY--Bachelor: Gary D. Czypinski, forestry, honors.
HALES CORNERS--Bachelor: Jerrold H. Schmidt, forestry. LUCK--Master: Gary J. Petersen,
forestry. OSHKOSH--Master: Reid W. Schoonover, Jr., art. MADISON--Master:
Bryan H. River, forestry. MARKESAN--Bachelor: William T. McAfee, geography, high honors.
MERRILL--bachelor: Gilbert W. Bird, Jr., 
zoology. MILWAUKEE--Bachelor: Eugene C. Hinnrichs, forestry. PULASKI--Master:
James M. Farrell, business administration.
WYOMING
BASIN--Bachelor: Fred L. Johnson, education. CASPER--Bachelor: Staphanie Kay
Irving, education; Carol Ann Stovall, music education, honors. DOUGLAS--Bachelor:
Barry D. Nelson, microbiology. FORT WASHAKIE--Bachelor: Emma Lucille McAdams, education.
LANDER--Master: Dallas G. Bissell, mathematics; Terry F. Bullock, mathematics. Bachelor:
Patrick K. Phagan, forestry. NEWCASTLE--Bachelor: William G. Swanson, health and
physical education. STORY--Master: Grey Elliot, English. YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK--





CALGARY--Master: Percy L. Baxter, speech pathology and audiology. Bachelor:
William N. Cawston, business administration; Mary Kay Bozman, French; John H. Carruthers,
political science-economics; Robert F. Reid, business administration; Ronald D. Johnson,
business administration; Rodney Anne Muir, education; Larry N. Myers, geology: Mr Dee G 
Peterson, business administration.
BLUESKY--Bachelor: Betty-Lou Wyness, social welfare. CAMROSE--Master:
Glen C. Lett, education. CARDSTON--Mastery Linda Lee Thomas, music. Bachelor:
George H. Hamilton, education. CHAMPION--Bachelor: William J. Petronech, business
administration. COLEMAN--Bachelor: Thomas L. Bubniak, health and physical education;
Lanny F. Oliva, forestry; James B. Zak, forestry. DRUMHELLER--Master: John B. Parsons,
health and physical education; Douglas J. Vickers, health and physical education.
EDMONTON--Master. Joseph E. Grigel, forestry;
A. Sten Gunderson, music education; Samuel G. Klumph, resource conservation;
Nicholas Kraychy, education Bachelor:
Craig B. Grub, forestry; ’
Kenneth G. Avison, education; J. Brooks Finlay, education; Richard L. Langdon, social 
welfare. FAIRVIEW--Bachelor: Kenneth J. Lungle, wildlife biology. HIGH RIVER--Bachelor:
Norman R. Denney, forestry; Duane M. Eamor, business administration. LETHBRIDGE-- 
P.ved-: Eugene E. Falkenberg, education. Master: Arthur Loewen, education; Frank J. Sovka,
education. Bachelor: Beverley Kazuye Foy, English, honors; Marcia Ann Goodman, social
welfare. MAGRATH--Master: Thomas A. Karren, education; Grant L. Wheeler, education.
MILK RIVER--Master: Alistair R. MacMillan, business administration. PINCHER CREEK--
Master: Thomas D. Halbert, education. TABER--Master: Ron H. Beck, biological sciences.
TOFIELD--Bachelor: I. Patricia Sears, social welfare. VIKING--Master: Earl L. Kindley,




SIDNEY--Master: R. Frank Murphy, political science. VICTORIA--Master:





EYEBROW--Bachelor: Roger E. Eddy, forestry. GRAYSON--Master:
Arnold C. Gelowitz, guidance and counseling. REGINA--Bachelor: Marjorie Lynne Griffin,
social welfare; Kenneth Taylor, education.
NORTHWEST TERRITORY
YELLOWKNIFE--Bachelor: James B. Cole, health and physical education.
WIESBADEN, HESSEN, BUNDES REPUBLIC, DEUTSCHLAND 
Bachelor: Frank P. Crowley, zoology.
MANILA, PHILIPPINES
Bachelor: Norma T. Montoya, art.
KINGSTON, JAMAICA, WEST INDIES 
Master: Sheila Elaine Greene, botany.
LYALLPUR, WEST PAKISTAN 
Ph.D.: Mirza A. Beg, zoology.
